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Foreword
vie Service Analysis Has Come of Age
Amitai Efiioni

and international civic service is again a hot topic in the wake
,Drogosz, and Litan 2003; Schulelm and Williams 2002; Dionne and Drogosz 2003; Galston
ns are raised about the distribution of the burden of military
various social groups, the need for a draft, and the need for
ices (Lind 2002; Glastris 2002; Etzioni 2002; Confessore
is, however, a group of dedicated scholars who have studied the
er which civic service thrives, year in and year out, whether or
is popular. The solid work of these scholars is well represented
important, both for the world of action and that of study, the analysis
ice has come of age. Civic service has long been rhapsodized.
credited with ennobling people and making society better for it;
g the poor and the ill; with saving the environment, reducing public
d lifting the nation's spirit; and even with finding peaceful alternatives
often these blessings were poorly documented, giving the whole
an aura of unreality. No more. The studies collected here fully
ial science research, and they deal candidly with challengesand
uccesses.-They show that civic service studies have matured.
ke I discuss what I consider the main challenges to civic service, a
on its unique profile. It constitutes a highly communitarian line of
serving both the person and the community. Communitarians differ
other as do other schools of thought. I refer here to those who see
nce of a good society as a carefully'craftedbalance between autonomy
order, in which the social order is based as much as possible on
ion (Etzioni 1996; Cornmunitarian Network). Many other activienrich individuals or corporations at the expense of the community-for
ix

-

instance, environmental exploitation. Others reqnire personal sacrifices or
risks to serve the common good-liver donation by live donors, for example.
Civic service makes peopie and cornunities better for it.

&cpkwho serve lead more meanhgfal lives and are more socially and
aware than others. They are less isolated, better informed, and
more mnnected than many others. Civic engagement promotes democratic
values and p&id participation.hdivi&& who are aware of and involved
in social i s m have a greater sense of human sympathy and responsibility
andtare m e minded Ward diverse interests and collective action. More
over, the societies they serve are the richer for it (Galston 2003; Bob 2001;
Carnegie Foundation 2003; Ehrlich 2003). Civic service allows societies
to pursue many goals that s m s e would be kft unattended or poorly
attended. Furthermore, it reduces dMsive1yess among people of divergent
social backgrounds. Civic service enables people to find common ground that
bridges cultural and political differencks becauselit kxxses on community
strengthening (Joseph 2004; Diversity W~thinUnity).For all this and more,
see the essays here collected.
Civic service, though, faces a whole raft of c-ges
that s h d d not be
taken lightly. I here briefly outline them as challenges for futureresearch and
service planning. Before I proceed, I should nate that they all jointly point
to one common conclusion: Civic service best starts on a s W scaIe with a
narrow agenda, and on a voluntary basis, beforeit expands, m b m more
goals, and bemnm-Sat &mandatory. Ire* to these limited beginnings
as thin starts.

Make Wwk
Those who have never participated in or studied civic service may be inclined to think that every hospital, school, and welfare service has volumes
of work that needs doing but for which they have no hands, and hence, if
offered rows of civic service participants, the organizations would be overjoyed. This is often not the case. Much of the work requires some skill and
experience. Those who come to serve may not have these. Labor union (and
many nonunimized) workem fear that f?ee or lowcost labor will jeopardize
their jobs, and thus they oppose or undermine civic sexvice. All work must
be o r g e someone must lay out what needs to be done, supervise those
who do it, and so on. Many an overworked organization does not have extra
supervisory persomef. Management may be afraid to rely on civic service
volunteers and thus assign them trivial work, which in turn alienates them
and makes them work poorly, which further leads management not to entrust
them with meaningful work.
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ese matters can be handled by proper training of volunteers, by joint
with the beneficiary organization, by providmg a civic service inture of supervision, and by other measures needed to ensure reliable,
work. These in turn require effort, investment, and tirne. ,Hence the

suggested that for economists everything has a price and for socithing has a price. One can read many a fine study of civic service
ding a mention of the costs involved. Indeed, in several treatments
ect it is implied that civic service is all a gain: It provides a serof patients in a nursing home, without charge

,housed, clothed, insured,covered medically,
supervised-and in some cases rewarded for their service,
deal, depending on how elaboratethe living
are. They can be quite substantial. For
national service to the United States
to run well over $50 billion (Bandow 1994).Aside from
me assessmentof the costs of various program, one must
funds:are they going to b& taken

tion with other social goals

( h m those well endowed
one that is not integral to
c service in such a way
people to do lninimal
providiiig the graduthe whole enterprise. One can strongly favor income transfer
it will tend to become so high that it will undermine civic service.
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The first goal of civic service should be civic service. Add-ons best stay
limited, at least initially.
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Civie servicepromises to bring people of differentsocial backgrounds together,
under conditions that do not privilege those already privileged, and thus it
contributes to community building. It can do so, but not just by throwing a
bunch of inner-city youngsters and lower-class whites from Appalachia and
Ivy League graduates together or by joining people of different nationalities
on the other side of a mountain or ocean. Communicating across subcultures
or cultures is for most a learned skill and not an inborn one-hence the need
to teach it, and hence the need for coaches. New civic service units are thus
best equipped with social organizers who are skilled in opening channels of
communidon and imteraction among people who have Werent habits, tastes,
viewpoine, aed, above all, life experiences. When social organizers are well
prepared and available, civic service still requires time and effort, well worth
investing, to f d 2 l this community-building promise.

The List of challenges with which civic service researchers and practitioners
vie is not trivial. However, the challenges have to be first acknowledged before
they can be analyzed and mastered. In the infancy of civic service, they were
often glossed over. No longer. Hence we should expect a much more robust
civic service, albeit at least initially more modest in scope of members and
goals, than the one its early pioneers envisioned.
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